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“Concordia parvas res crescunt,
discordia maximae dilabuntur.”

Gobierno.

MAIN AREAS OF PRACTICE
RM Iuris Corp. offers legal advisory in different areas and sectors of business, combined with the personalized and efficient
service of our team of lawyers, working together with our customers, creating bonds of trust to build long-term relationships.
We put at your consideration our areas special practice areas:

Who we are
We are a firm with extensive experience aware of the
legal needs of clients providing personalized, highquality legal services allowing us to strengthen bonds of
trust and relations in the long term, the development and
success in each case entrusted allows us to keep at the
forefront of the practice of our profession. Our team of
lawyers have the sufficient and necessary credentials
that allow to provide successful results in the tasks
entrusted to them.
Vision
We are a law firm that day to day aspires to excellence
in providing our legal services and positioning as a
leader nationally and internationally, to provide legal
assistance with a high standard of quality and
personalizes advice on all our areas of practice, through
innovative and cost-effective legal solutions. We are
confident that with success in all of the entrusted
challenges will continue to guide us into an innovative
future.
Mission
Provide competitive legal services in the fields of our
areas of expertise, achieving total customer satisfaction
and maintaining our position as the best law firm in
Mexico and around the world.








Values
The client is the reason of our existence
Client guidance
Client has to be treated with respect and
courtesy
Innovation and creativity
Honestty
Excellence
Efficency and effectivness

Energy
Our Premium law service, an area in which we
have extensive experience, by having a
specialist with the most qualified credentials in
this sector, knowing that today the energy
sector, hydrocarbons, electrical energy, and
eolic energy is an important matter now a day,
therefore we provide other related services in
the energy sector such as transport and
distribution of hydrocarbons projects, purchase
sale and storage.
Corporate Law
This branch of law is one of the most active
since it includes projection for starting of any
business, from its incorporation, preparation of
records, corporate books, mergers, spin-offs,
and a wide range of legal actions for the
optimum performance of each company.
Therefore, our attorneys have a vast experience
in this field, both in the incorporation of
companies in both, our country and overseas.
Intellectual Property and Copyrights
These legal services of intellectual property and
copyrights are offered to our customers with the
confidence
D
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T I VO that these intangible assets
are of valuable importance for our clients; The
above-mentioned services include the whole
proceeding, from the registration of trade marks,
as well as obtaining patents and inventions in the
field of human and commercial activity and
everything related with the protection of
intellectual property.
Immigration Law.
RM Iuris Corp. understands the needs of foreign
customers to enter in our country or regularize their
stay in it; that is why our lawyers give assistance
with different migratory processes before the
corresponding authorities, as admission to the
country to stay as a visitor or temporary resident or
permanent resident status; document exchange
renewal of temporary resident card; regularization
of migrant status; certificate of registration of
employer, among others.

Litigation and Arbitration
Today there are alternative and innovative means to
solve legal disputes, we have a specialist with the
more extensive credentials who is an arbitrator of the
Chamber of Arbitration of Mexico (CAM) with the
sufficient experience in the development of this
means as alternative and innovative way to settle
disputes. Our firm assumes that arbitration is used
to solve human conflicts having to do with both law
and psychology, sociology and economics and that
leads to a constant exercise of our lawyers for the
resolution of a dispute through this procedure and
that often is preferred over the traditional, common
and long legal proceeding such as litigation.
Tax, Accounting and Administrative Services
Consultancy, advisory and corporate tax defense.
Management and organization of treasury.
Fulfilment of tax obligations applicable to the
business. Tax consultations and strategies of
optimization of tax burdens. Care requirements,
invitations and home visits. International tax
treaties, IFRS completion and regulatory
compliance. Costing systems.
Translations of Legal Documents
In a globalized world, the use of English language
is imminent to have a good dialogue with our
customers and partners, That is why we have the
service of translations of legal documents so that
our clients and partners can be confident to have
full bilingual relationships with, RM Iuris Corp, as
part of our day to day activities.
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